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For the diagnostic software Ficom Fiat an older version of this manual is not available. Due to the high update and improvement tendency we can provide you with our most recent software version. For more information see
global product order page. Digital diagnostic kit for Fiat vehicles (Fiat Alfa lancia, Iveco, AB, Citroen, Peugeot, Renault) 7 pages written in English Software version 1.9.2.2, program 1.0. Diagnostic software for Fiat vehicles,

which contains some standard functions for diagnostic of the vehicle, Euro NCAP. In this diagnostic program all functional abilities are covered, including all possible test functions. Main functions, which are currently included
in the diagnostic software, includes : basic diagnostics, all the standard diagnostic functions according to the European Standard, the functions of the European NCAP program, test functions of Fiat Alfa (mandatory before

selling on the market), diagnostic functions from VTGabbreviated manual (mandatory in 2002) diagnostic functions from VTG manual (mandatory in 2003), functions from VTGc manual, basic functions of Diabolo calibration
software, my diagnostic functions for UHD, all vehicle lock functions for unlock, functions of the 3rd module for diagnostics and verifications, functions of the Euro NCAP program.
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my latest video:- > ficom fiat alfa lancia diagnostic software i've tested my new obd2 software on a 2002 jeep grand cherokee which has the jks-7 connector. this is a bit different from a jks-3 connector as it has two wires on
the connector which allow the eprom to be erased. i can confirm that i can erase the eprom on the jeep and program it with the fiat km+immo tool by obd2. this does not replace the fiat km+immo tool by obd2 which is the
best option if you have a fiat. answer 8: you do not have to have a diagnostic port in your car to use the diagnostic software with the dongle interface.you can use any interface that is attached to the odb connector on the

steering wheel of your car. this includes lan, pes, the oem (original equipment manufacturer) bluetooth interface, myford etc. system requirements: system requirements: you can use the diagnostic software with the dongle
interface on any car that has a diagnostic port. ficom is compatible with all cars from 1995 and later. if you are unsure if the specific car is supported, please check the fiat connection page on www.obdtester.com. answer 11:

ficom is compatible with all the fiat, alfa and lancia cars. the compatible cars have a diagnostic port. the licence dongle does not work with "fiat, alfa and lancia cars" without an additional dongle. system requirements:
answer 12: ficom is compatible with all the fiat, alfa and lancia cars. the compatible cars have a diagnostic port. the licence dongle does not work with "fiat, alfa and lancia cars" without an additional dongle. system

requirements: 5ec8ef588b
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